Freshen Your Fall Wardrobe: A Few Essential
Pieces Are All You Need

Innovative Brain Pacemaker Offers New Hope For Parkinson’s Patients
(NAPSA)—Collaboration between medical technology companies and pioneering physicians is
resulting in new treatments with
unprecedented results.
Currently, more than one million Americans suffer from the
devastating effects of Parkinson’s
disease, a journey in which the
patient gradually loses control
over body movements. Sometimes
the degeneration takes many
years, sometimes just a few.
Caused by the loss of cells
responsible for creating dopamine
in a region of the brain called the
substantia nigra, Parkinson’s is
characterized by stiffness of the
limbs and joints, slowness of
movement, and involuntary shaking. Eventually, everyday tasks
may become so difficult that venturing outside the home is nearly
impossible.
Introduced in the late 1960s,
levodopa has been the standard
drug therapy for Parkinson’s disease. While the drug can significantly improve mobility, its effectiveness can decrease over time
until side effects sometimes
become worse than the disease
itself.
New Therapies
One new approach is the Activa
System from Medtronic. Often
referred to as a “brain pacemaker,” the Activa System includes two surgically implanted
medical devices to deliver electrical stimulation to areas on each
side of the brain. The stimuli

“The surgery has been
extremely impor tant to me,”
Sherry says.
blocks signals that cause disabling motor symptoms.
The FDA approved Activa
Parkinson’s Control Therapy earlier this year. It is intended as a
complementary treatment for
patients in the advanced stages of
the disease who still respond to
the drug levodopa but whose
symptoms are not adequately controlled by medication.
One Woman’s Experience
Sherry Swinford was diagnosed
with Parkinson’s disease in 1994,
at the age of 52. She began to
have trouble walking and the
inability to do the little things
wore her down. “You can’t drink a
glass of water,” she explains. “You
seem to lose your dignity. I temporarily stopped all my crafts, my
canning and my gardening.”
Sherry and her husband,
Mack, had been an active couple,
but over time, they gave up

Is Your Grill Half-Full Or Half-Empty?
More Than 66 Million Will Fire Up Their Grills This Year
(NAPSA)—With three out of four
U.S. households owning a grill, it’s
no surprise that Americans identify grilling or barbecuing as their
cooking method of choice.
So now that you’ve got your
grill, all that’s left to do is decide
what’s for dinner. Easy enough,
right? But it’s a scene that’s
repeated in households across the
country every night; she wants
white meat, he craves dark meat
and neither wants to budge. So
what’s a couple to do, short of
recreating Thanksgiving dinner?
Don’t turn on the oven just
yet. Thanks to the PERDUE® OVEN
S T U F F E R ® Fresh Half Roaster,
that won’t be necessary. Cut from
the meatiest roaster possible, the
Half Roaster features both white
and dark meat, making it the
perfect meal choice for the young
couple or empty nesters with
varying tastes.
You’re not alone if you choose
chicken for dinner tonight.
According to a survey commissioned by the National Chicken
Council, 88 percent of respondents
said they eat chicken at least once
a week—36 percent of respondents
eat chicken three times a week or
more. With the succulent Perdue®
OVEN STUFFER® Fresh Half Roaster
on the grill, everyone will be all
smiles because the grill is “halffull” instead of “half-empty.”
For fresh summertime fare,
fire up your grill tonight with the:
Honey-Rosemary Half Roaster

Chicken on the grill, like the
Honey-Rosemary Half Roaster, is
a delicious choice for dinner.
1
⁄3 cup olive oil
1
⁄4 cup honey
1 teaspoon balsamic vinegar
1
⁄4 teaspoon salt
1 PERDUE® OVEN STUFFER®
Fresh Half Roaster
2 sprigs fresh rosemary
Preheat grill until hot.
Whisk together first four
ingredients. Grease grill rack
and place half roaster, leg side
up, on the grill rack. Cover
grill and cook for 30 minutes.
Baste bird every 15 minutes.
Cook for about 1 1⁄4-1 3⁄4 hours
total, until meat thermometer
inserted into thickest part of
thigh registers 180° F. Garnish
with rosemary and serve.
For additional recipes featuring a wide variety of Perdue products, as well as a complete list of
safe handling tips, call 1-8004PERDUE ® (1-800-473-7383) or
visit www.perdue.com™.

many social opportunities. “I
couldn’t cut my own steak in a
restaurant. My right leg would
shake. I’d shuffle, and people
would look at me as though I’d
been drinking. The comments
were terrible. I didn’t want to be
seen in public.”
When Sherry first began medication to treat her Parkinson’s
symptoms, she “threw up constantly. And constipation was a
real problem.” Swinford also suffered from dyskinesias, uncontrollable movements that can occur
after prolonged use of antiparkinsonian medication.
Sherry’s family was concerned
when she decided to try a therapy
that would require brain surgery,
but she was determined that it
was the right choice.
Although Sherry still has occasional stiffness and continues to
take her Parkinson’s medications,
she says that with Activa Therapy,
her ability to function is “a complete turnaround.”
They are quick to say that the
decision to try Activa Therapy was
not easy. “But for us,” says Mack,
“it’s made a 100-percent difference
in our lives.”
Results of Activa Therapy vary
from patient to patient. Not every
response is the same and Activa is
not for everyone.
For more information on the
Activa Parkinson’s Control System, talk with a neurologist or call
Medtronic at 1-800-664-5111
extension 1070.

(NAPSA)—In some people, the
body does not produce enough
saliva to effectively protect the
mouth and teeth—a condition
called xerostomia or dry mouth.
Fortunately, there are treatment
options, such as a liquid spray that
emulates human saliva. Called
Salivart, it’s sprayed directly into
the mouth to coat oral mucosa fast
and evenly. To learn more, call (800)
321-9348.

Sun-kissed summer hair can
be alluring, say consulting hairstylists at L’Oréal. For those looking for a subtle, all-over change,
there are two options. A tone-ontone product can add golden tones
to your natural color without
lightening and washes out in 28
shampoos. Soft, permanent haircolor erases dullness to leave a
subtle all-over brilliance. A product such as L’Oréal Open not only
permanently lightens just a
shade or two but is infused with
conditioning ingredients such as
green tea and aloe extracts.
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(NAPSA)—When the weather
turns crisp, it’s easy to get excited
about fall fashion. You’d love your
look to have some of the season’s
new touches, but do you have to
overhaul your entire closet?
“A few key pieces can make a
big impact this fall—and make
your whole wardrobe much more
versatile,” said Ann Moorehouse,
fashion stylist. “You can get a
good sense of what you need by
‘shopping’ in your own closet.
Try on what you have and don’t
be afraid to get rid of old and
rarely worn items. Then, choose
new pieces that are fresh for the
season and put it all together in
a way that expresses your individuality. You’ll bring your look
up to date without spending a
fortune.”
Moorehouse advises choosing
new pieces that have enduring
style—classics, but with a modern cut. In catalogs like Spiegel,
you’ll find lots of items with
unique elements such as embroidered suede, ruched tees and
turtlenecks, and puffed sleeves
on silk/cashmere sweaters.
So, what are some of the “musthaves” that can transform your
look into one that’s sophisticated
and modern this fall?
• Velvet jacket. It might
become the most-worn item in
your closet. The right velvet jacket
with shirred shoulders looks great
at work with a white, silk blouse.
It can also take you through a
casual weekend with a turtleneck
and cuffed pants, or a night on the
town with velvet jeans and lace
bustier.
• Shirred blouse with ruffled cuffs. Small details—like
ruffles on a classic blouse—make
a big impression by adding a
romantic and contemporary touch.
The ruffled shirt is perfect for lay-

A few key pieces, like this
velvet jacket with romantic
detailing from Spieg el, can
update a classic wardrobe.
ering under sweaters and jackets,
but it also makes a strong statement on its own.
• Wide-cuffed pants. If you’re
going to get one new pair of pants
this season, make it a pair of widelegged, cuffed trousers. For a professional look, try them with a pintucked blouse and blazer—or go
sleek with a fitted turtleneck
sweater.
• Crystal and rhinestone
jewelry. Timeless, Edwardian
opulence is coming back. Adding
beautiful, bold strands of crystals
and rhinestone pendants takes
any outfit to a higher level.
• Granny boots. The classic
granny boot is updated with a
modern shape, mid-calf height,
lace-up front and stacked heel.
For the full effect, show them off
with a long, suede skirt.
For more advice on updating
your fall fashion wardrobe, log on
to www.spiegel.com or request a
catalog at 1-800-345-4500.

OF BUSINESS
TRENDS

Uniform Programs Provide Competitive Edge
(NAPSA)—In today’s challenging
economy, many companies use uniforms and managed uniform programs to better promote their businesses and their business images.
Employers use the function and
fashion of uniforms to improve
their bottom lines by conveying
positive messages to the general
public and enhancing workplace
productivity with improved staff
morale.
Importantly, uniforms also add
an improved sense of security for
employees and customers by
allowing them to quickly identify
workers as “belonging” in the business or customer environment—a
valuable added benefit after the
events of September 11th.
According to UniFirst, a leading supplier of work apparel and
careerwear, distinctive colors,
logos, and emblems make uniformed employees easier to identify and make unauthorized personnel immediately stand out. For
companies, a uniform can help
promote a positive corporate identity that can translate into additional business and customers.
Research has long indicated
that uniforms also help build
teamwork, create a sense of unity,
and boost employee job performance. In addition, a recent study
by JD Power and Associates for
the Uniform and Textile Service
Association (UTSA) revealed that
a majority of customers prefer to
do business with uniformed

For companies, a uniform can
help promote a positive corporate
identity that can translate into
additional business.
employees versus non-uniformed,
and most also feel that the quality
of products and services is higher
when provided by uniformed staff.
These facts can give companies
who use uniform programs a clear
competitive edge.
Today’s uniforms and uniform
wearers go beyond the traditional
and functional to include all types
of work apparel. Specified work
attire is now worn by 45 million
people in nearly every type of profession; from office and sales to
manufacturing workers; delivery
personnel to corporate casual and
executive wear. If it’s worn to
work and it’s identifiable with a
company, it’s a uniform.
UniFirst currently services
more than 150,000 customers
throughout the United States and
Canada. To learn more about uniform and work apparel choices,
and available program options,
contact UniFirst at (800) 225-3364
o r v i s i t t h e i r We b s i t e a t
www.unifirst.com.

